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to the main part of the cave, which consists
of a large chamber 160 m long, varying
from 6 to 23 m wide and having an irregular ceiling with many high domes (Figure
6.6). This chamber is developed along a
single large fracture parallel to the east face,
which may be seen extending at least 30 m
vertically at the north end of the chamber.
The floor in the first half of the chamber is
relatively level except for a broad bedrock
mound. The floor of the back half rises
along a bedrock incline to 31 m above the
entrance (see the cross sections on the map,
which are arranged to serve as a crude

The pit series is developed along a swarm
of microfractures, rather than large joints,
and displays smooth forms characteristic
of uniform solution under phreatic conditions.
Vadose solution features are completely
absent, and current-deposited sedimentary
structures are minor. The only changes that
have occurred since the cave was drained
are the formation of some flowstone and
stalagmites beyond the pit, a minor amount
of collapse, and deposition of a small
amount of sediments, mostly washed down
the pit.
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face at an estimated 500 to
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rial is somehow being rely by vadose trickles.
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onal discussions with him.

Figure 6.5. Map of Cueva de los Cuates.
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